New perspectives on the conformational equilibrium regulating multi-phasic reduction of cytochrome P450 2B4 by cytochrome P450 reductase.
The pre-steady-state reduction of cytochrome P450 (P450) 2B4 by P450 reductase (reductase) was modeled by assuming that an equilibrium between three catalytic conformers of P450 regulates the multi-phasic reduction of the enzyme. This model was compared to a model of reduction involving a minimum number of phases. Based on several criteria, the former model seems to provide an improved fit to the reduction data. Substrates were divided into two groups based on their effects at different concentrations of reductase. Surprisingly, in the presence of some substrates (group 1) but not others (group 2), the rate of reduction was actually slower with an excess of reductase than with equimolar reductase and P450. Presumably, oxidized reductase binds differently to P450 than reduced reductase. A schematic model based on two sites of interaction between reductase and P450 2B4 is offered to explain the unusual reduction kinetics with the two different groups of substrates.